Astronautics Publications 2014

This list comprises English-language books published (original appearance or new edition) on various aspects of spaceflight in a variety of disciplines and ranging from juvenile and pop literature to texts intended for academia or practicing scientists and engineers. In addition to obvious topics of human spaceflight and unmanned interplanetary explorations, this list also includes the occasional non-astronautics title that has a space “flavor.” Titles that are published solely in electronic format are not included. Books in purple are for young readers.

—MLC

A–B


Al-Ekabi, Cenan, Blandina Baranes, Peter Hulsroj, and Arne Lahcen (Eds.), Yearbook on Space Policy 2011/2012: Space in Times of Financial Crisis. Springer.


Bizony, Piers, New Space Frontiers: Venturing into Earth Orbit and Beyond. Zenith Press.

C–D–E

Bower, Tom, Branson: Behind the Mask. Faber & Faber.

Brake, Mark, How to Be a Space Explorer: Your Out-of-This-World Adventure. Lonely Planet Kids [for young readers].


Chen, James, How to Find the Apollo Landing Sites. Springer [The Patrick Moore Practical Astronomy Series].


Dougherty, Kerrie (Ed.), History of Rocketry and Astronautics, Proceedings of the 44th History Symposium of the International Academy of Astronautics (IAA), Prague, Czech Republic, 2010. Univelt [Volume 41 of the AAS History Series. Includes DVD supplement of 2010 interview with IAA founding member Dr. Leslie (Les) Shepherd].


Erickson, Mark, Into the Unknown Together: The DOD, NASA, and Early Spaceflight. Military Bookshop.


F–G–H–I–J

Gangler, Doug, *The Road to Modern Rocketry: Launch Bases, Centers, Museums, Memorials, and Monuments*. Champion Books, LLC.


Gerovitch, Slava, *Voices of the Soviet Space Program: Cosmonauts, Soldiers, and Engineers Who Took the USSR into Space*. Palgrave Macmillan [Palgrave Studies in the History of Science and Technology].


Houran, Lori Haskins, *A Trip into Space: An Adventure to the International Space Station*. Albert Whitman & Company [for young readers].

Israelian, Garik, and Brian May, *Starmus: 50 Years of Man in Space*. Carlton Books Ltd [This book is based on the 2011 Starmus festival that was held in Tenerife, Canary Islands, in June 2011].


Launius, Roger, and David DeVorkin (Eds.), *Hubble’s Legacy: Reflections by Those Who Dreamed It, Built It, and Observed the Universe with It*. Smithsonian Institute Scholarly Press.


Mah, Sérgio, João Seixas, and John Gribbin, *Edgar Martins: The Rehearsal of Space and the Poetic Impossibility to Manage the Infinite*. La Fábrica [text in Spanish and English].


N–O–P–Q

Najjar, Michael, *Michael Najjar: Outer Space*. Distanz [The author is in the queue as a passenger on a Virgin Galactic commercial flight; bilingual edition].
Neal, Valerie, *Discovery: Champion of the Space Shuttle Fleet*. Zenith Press [Smithsonian Series].
Ordway, Frederick, and Robert Godwin, 2001: *The Heritage and Legacy of the Space Odyssey*. Apogee Prime [incorrect publication date noted on Amazon].

R–S–T

Rooney, Anne, *Space Record Breakers*. Carlton Kids [for young readers].
Ross, Jerry, with Susan Gunderson, *Becoming a Spacewalker: My Journey to the Stars*. Purdue University Press.
Schrogl, Kai-Uwe, Peter Hays, Jana Robinson, Denis Moura, and Christina Giannopapa (Eds.), *Handbook of Space Security: Policies, Applications and Programs*. Springer.


Stott, Carole, *Space Exploration*. Dorling Kindersley [DK Eyewitness Books; for young readers].


**U–V–W–X–Y–Z**

Uhlig, Thomas, Florian Sellmaier, and Michael Schmidhuber (Eds.), *Spacecraft Operations*. Springer.


Venet, Christopher, and Blandina Baranes (Eds.), *European Identity through Space: Space Activities and Programmes as a Tool to Reinvigorate the European Identity*. Springer [Studies in Space Policy Series].


West, David, *Lots of Things You Want to Know About Astronauts ... and Some You Don’t!*. Hachette Children’s Books [for young readers].

